Adult Classes 16+ years.
Please note: Advanced and Advanced Pro classes are fast paced.

Ted Louis Levy
9 hour Residency-Swinging and Singing-Advanced
Read Ted’s bio in this brochure and you can only begin to imagine the richness of this
residency. You will also become aware that it is a 9-hour gift, beyond glorious. “After several
years of wishing and hoping Ted would grace one of our festivals…he is here, at last!”
-Sas Selfjord, Producer
Advanced Pro - Direction, Tone, Counting

Dormeshia Sumbry Edwards
2 day Intermediate/Advanced-Choreography Lab
Intermediate - clarity, clarity, clarity. Let’s be very clear…it's all about clarity!

Derick Grant
2 day Advanced- a masterful guide down the classical lane.
Intermediate - Improvising: develop rich techniques and an improved understanding of
improvisational methods.

Billy Siegenfeld
JUMP RHYTHM® TAP- 3 day continuous-ALL LEVELS
“Full-bodied rhythm-making.” To play the music we’re making with our taps, we use our feet
as “drum-beaters” to knock out swing, funk, and Latin rhythms against the “drum-head”
of the floor. We also utilize our hands, head, and voice to hit rhythms with these other
“drum-heads” on our bodies.
“Billy's unique perspective is to teach rhythm from the inside out. It's not all about the
steps, but also how you get there. His class was fun and informative, so I can't wait to take
another.” (Anna Kramer)
Advanced Professional - an insight into space and movement capacity within, and
methodology to enhance your strengths as a performer, choreographer and teacher.

Travis Knights
3-day Advanced Choreography - Connecting with music- improve your approach and
ability in choreography and performance with a focus on feel and intention.
Intermediate - Improvisation- unlock your potential in speaking the language of tap.

Claudia Rahardjanoto
3-day Adv.Beg./Intermediate - Tap dancing the music.
Explore music through choreography-dance from the melody and structure, to the feel of
each song and possible improvisational moments within them.
Intermediate-Musicology - It's Prince all the way!!! His music will be featured throughout
the class. How many Prince songs will you know and dreamed of dancing?
Advanced - (S)wing it!!!! Get ready to really swing with wings.

Terry Brock
Style and Sound 3-day continuous; Adult Advanced Beginner/Intermediate
Emphasis is on classy stylistic choices and clarity in sound through the essential elegance and
relevance of the masters.
Vocal Choreography-ALL LEVELS
"Get Ready"- Cholly Atkins was a tap dancer, jazz dancer and choreographer extraordinaire
who created and defined the legendary Motown moves. His vocal choreography helped
catapult countless stars to fame. Learn one of his signature dances from Terry, who was
mentored by, and performed with the man himself. J O Y!

CONFERENCE SESSIONS
Everyone is welcome, the more, the richer!! Expertise from our faculty and
consultants.
Friday - Getting to the Stage-, becoming a company member-touring…what do you need
to do?
Saturday - Marketing, publicity, branding, social media, establishing relationship with the
media, presenters, and what they want from YOU-profile, bios, photos, etc.

Allison Miller

Sunday - creating work, that is sustained, touring, funding sources, presenters network
and so much more.

Adv. Pro and Intermediate - unique opportunity to work with an amazing percussive
artist-with a finely honed lens-working with leading innovators that make our art form so
beloved.

YOUTH-ALL AT INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

Jason Samuels Smith
Going the extra Mile(s)-2 day Advanced-fast pace…
Explore the intricacies of Miles' iconic jazz composition in combination with Jason’s deep
improvisational capacity. This is for those who can and want to go the extra mile.
Sweat, Sweat, Sweat - Intermediate-Towel, water and gusto.
Risk it - Adv. PRO-be brave, jump into this class, after all it could be your take home from
this festival!

Andrew Prashard
Theatrical Tap - intermediate-3 day-taking it to the stage and what you require to get
there. Lights, camera, action!

Joel Hanna
Advanced Beginner and Intermediate level - Using the innuendos of African, Spanish,
Cuban, Japanese and the Irish, expressed through the language of Tap. We'll layer and
build a combination that’s as enjoyable to watch and hear, as it is to dance.

Terry Brock -"Hold your feet to the Fire," and learn how to really make a point with them.
Claudia Rahardjanoto - Slides: fun and challenging exercises and combinations to
incorporate slides into musical contexts.
Travis Knights - Time & Space 2-day -Reach new heights and explore movement through
time and space.
Billy Siegenfeld - move around, feel the rhythm, from the inside out..
Joel Hanna - Instruction of African, Spanish, Cuban, Japanese and Irish innuendo,
expressed in the language of Tap.
Derick Grant - 2 day - using games, rhymes, riddles, quizzes to improvise with ease.
Andrew Prashard - 2 day - the classess are a culmination of Andrew’s careers, from
teaching and choreographing, to appearances with Riverdance and other musical theatre.
What a finale to our festival!
Dormeshia Sumbry Edwards - Drills, pull backs, wings, exercises to enhance your art.
Jason Samuels Smith - LOOK OUT!! Sweat, Sweat, Sweat. Towel and water are absolute
essentials!

W

elcome to the 17th annual Vancouver
International
Tap
Festival.
Now
recognized as one of the premier events
of its kind, our history is one of dedication to the
wonderment of the Tap art form. We have so many
stories of how wishes, dreams and hopes have
been realized and shared with renowned dancers,
appreciative students and a supportive community.
Here are just a few examples from this year's
exciting, ambitious program. For years we hoped to
have Ted Louis Levy participate in the VITF. So we
are thrilled to now present his masterful nine-hour residency,” Swinging and Singing.” As well, we have long wished
for the honour of featuring Billy Siegenfeld's invigorating and lasting impact of Jump Rhythm Tap. That is another one
of our wishes being granted in 2016.
I confess to having a producer's dreams of igniting our audiences. Dream Big! This year the world’s most
influential ambassadors of tap - Dormeshia Sumbry Edwards, Jason Samuels Smith and Derick Grant - will be
featured in “And Still You Must Swing.”
Our second major presentation responds to many requests.“Master of Tap” will showcase the stellar talents of Ted
Levy, Terry Brock, Billy Siegenfeld, Travis Knights, Claudia Rahardjanoto, Andrew Prashard, and Joel Hanna, amazing
innovative artists on their own, joining forces to take us on a unique, electrifying rhythmic journey.
Diverse, complex master class programming is also part of the 2016 mix of hopes and wishes, come to fruition in
classes designed to meet adult and youth demand and desires alike.
Hold on! We're far from finished. Earning Canada Council funding is enabling us to host Conference workshops
on such essentials as creating a show, bringing your unique self to the stage, marketing tap dancers, touring, and
much more.
The festival opening - a welcome reception with appetizers and no-host bar - features keynote speaker, Ted Louis
Levy and a don't-miss conversation with Dormeshia Sumbry Edwards.
Please join us in sharing our wishes, dreams, hopes and Tap wonderment, when we roll out on the red carpet this
September.
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OPENING RECEPTION - WELCOME

TAP MASTERS

September 1, 7pm
Scotiabank Dance Centre - 677 Davie - 7th floor
Please join us for this very special,
intimate evening on our tap
community's calendar. This is a rare
opportunity to not only reconnect
with peers, but also establish new
and lasting friendships. It's also a
great time to pick up your registration
package, while you take part in the
gathering and celebration of our
exciting three-day, 2016 tap
bonanza.
Ted Talks! A highlight of the
evening will be Ted Levy, sharing
personal memories and insights from
his legendary tap journey. And he will be joined by the
renowned Dormeshia Sumbry Edwards, to take “Talking Tap,”
over the top.
Unforgettable conversations with world's finest tap artists
includes our stellar festival faculty, all there to share and enjoy
delectable appetizers, no host bar, all on a lovely roof top
outdoor garden patio.
Tickets: $25 (includes appetizers)
Tickets available at VTDS and online: www.vantapdance.com

September 3, 8 pm
Norman Rothstein Theatre (950 West 41st Ave.)
A frequent request and question
is: “Sas, much as we love the
festival's world class presentations,
how about adding an evening of
performances beyond a set
framework of choreography?”
We've been listening and you've
got it: one of the richest tap dance
experiences anyone could
imagine. Ted Levy, Billy Siegenfeld,
Terry Brock, Joel Hanna, Travis
Knights, Claudia Rahardjanoto
and Andrew Prashard, straight
from the heart, with their very own
best 'tap dancin!' And we have
added a bonus: a first glimpse
into a work in progress, an
ongoing pet project we have
dreamed of developing, creative work that is affiliated to VTDS
and features the depth of talent in our community. Accompanied
by Michael Creber Trio.
Tickets: $38, Adult; $34, Senior/Youth
Tickets available at VTDS and online: www.vantapdance.com

AND STILL YOU MUST SWING

TAP SUMMIT

September 2, 8 pm
Norman Rothstein Theatre
(950 West 41st Ave.)
Quite simply, Dormeshia SumbryEdwards, Derick K. Grant, and Jason
Samuels Smith are currently among the
world's most influential ambassadors of
tap. They come together for the
premiere of “And Still You Must
Swing,” a show that captures both the
heart and legacy of tap dance and
honours the influence of jazz roots in
our dynamic, beloved art.
Don't miss this superlative rhythmic
showcase, including live music, dynamic
choreography and stunning improvisation.
Accompanied by Musical Dir.
Allison Miller, Michael Creber
and Rene Worst.
Tickets: $38 Adult;
$34 Senior/Youth
Tickets available at VTDS and online: www.vantapdance.com

Panels, roundtables,
discussions...and more
Every arts sector benefits
from viable solutions
and strategies, that will
spark a community to
create, collaborate and
increase its strength. We
have garnered expertise
in publicity, marketing,
communication strategies, presentation opportunities, and
creating more work for tap dancers. Let’s get out of the studio,
and onto the stage. Come together with leading experts in their
field, and your peers, to dialogue, share, while developing a
deeper understanding of where tap is now, and with some new
found knowledge, the amazing possibilities of tap dance and the
future is a bright as you want to make it.
Conference sessions-$20 single or all (3) for $50

TED LOUIS LEVY, Atlanta, GA

Mr. Levy made his Broadway debut in the smash hit Black & Blue. He
collaborated with George C. Wolfe and Gregory Hines on the Choreography
of Jelly's Last Jam, for which he received a TONY NOMINATION, DRAMA
DESK NOMINATION and OUTER CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD. Ted was awarded
an EMMY AWARD for his performance in the PBS Special Precious Memories,
and appeared in Spike Lee's Malcolm X. His production of Ted Levy and
Friends, directed by Gregory Hines, celebrated Ted as one of America's
premier Tap Dance Artists. Influenced by Mr. Hines, Ted acquired his
directorial debut as Director of Savion Glover's, Dancing Under The Stars at the New York
Shakespeare Festival's Delacorte Theater. He also assisted in the choreography of Broadway's
Tony Award winning hit Bring In 'Da Noise! Bring In 'Da Funk! Ted appeared in the movie
Bojangles with Gregory Hines, returning to Broadway as Papa Jack in Susan Stroman & Harry
Conick Jr.'s Thou Shalt Not. Ted portrayed the roll of The Mikado in The Ford Theater's production
of The Hot Mikado. For which he won a HELEN HAYES AWARD.

BILLY SIEGENFELD, Chicago
Billy is the founder, artistic director, principal choreographer, vocal arranger,
and ensemble performing member of the quarter-century-old, Emmy®
Award-winning JUMP RHYTHM® Jazz Project. Jump Rhythm®,” is a vocalrhythmic-generated,
vernacular-bodied
system
of
dance-and-theatre-movement training; “Standing Down Straight®,” a mindbody-integrating approach to gravity-directed, injury-preventive posture,
motion, and vocalization. He is a Charles Deering McCormick Professor of
Teaching Excellence in the Department of Theatre at Northwestern
University.

TERRY BROCK, Portland
Her background includes multiple choreographic works, an international
performing career and teaching internationally. Terry has shared the stage
with the likes of Gregory Hines, The Nicholas Brothers and Ben Vereen.
She's created repertory and appeared with major symphonies. A long-term
member of Jazz Tap Ensemble, she collaborated with Mercer Ellington in a
tribute to his father, Duke. Conservator of Eleanor Powell's choreography
–right down to her tap shoes and travel trunk.

DERICK K. GRANT, New York
Derick's stellar accomplishments in dance, choreography and direction span
more than three decades. Dance Captain for Bring In ‘Da Noise, Bring In ‘Da
Funk, on Broadway, he starred as ‘da beat', in its first national tour. Grant
created the acclaimed Imagine Tap!, was Co-Artistic Director of Chicago
Human Rhythm Project's Rhythm World Summer Festival, and performed
and recorded with Grammy winner Dan Zane. His choreography was
featured on So You Think You Can Dance and as spokesperson for So Danca,
he's devoted to tap's future, of which his 151 RED is part.

TRAVIS KNIGHT, Montreal
His professional career began in 2000, cast as a principal dancer in the motion
picture biography of Bill 'Bojangles' Robinson with Gregory Hines and Savion Glover,
choreographed by Henry LeTang. Six years later Travis was principal dancer in the
video game adaptation of Warner Brother's Happy Feet. He also participated
extensively as a tap consultant for Cirque du Soleil in Montreal, in the Opening
Ceremonies to the 2010 Winter Olympic Games and toured with the Australian Tap
Dance show, Tap Dogs. From 2010 to 2013, as principal dancer with Tapestry Dance
Company, he earned the Austin Critic's Award for best dance artist (2011 and 2013)
Most recently, he embarked on a self-produced world tour, teaching and performing
with the Tap Love.

JASON SAMUELS, New York
In less than a decade, Jason Samuels Smith (performer, choreographer, director) has emerged
as a multi-talented leader in the Art form of Tap. He received the 2009 Dance Magazine Award
and won both an Emmy and American Choreography Award for “Outstanding Choreography” for

the Opening number of the Jerry Lewis/MDA Telethon in a tribute to the
late Gregory Hines. Mr. Samuels-Smith was also awarded the Gregory
Hines Humanitarian Award; a Certificate of Appreciation by the City of Los
Angeles for creating the First Annual Los Angeles Tap Festival in 2003; a
Proclamation declaring April 23rd “Jason Samuels Day” from the City of
Shreveport, Louisiana; the “Ivy of Education” from Brainerd Institute; and
the “President Kenny Award” from Stony Brook.

DORMESHIA SUMBRY EDWARDS, New York
Dormeshia has been part of almost every major Tap movie or show that
has appeared in the history of tap dance since the 80's. Accolades include
an Astaire Award for Best Performance in After Midnight on Broadway;
Bessie Award for Outstanding Performance; The Hoofer Award from The
American Tap Dance Foundation; Best Actress nomination in the lead role
in the award-winning Independent film "The Rise and Fall of Miss Thang";
and appearing as the cover story for Dance Magazine. Mrs. SumbryEdwards was also the private tap instructor to the iconic Michael Jackson
over the course of 11 years.

JOEL HANNA, New York/Vancouver
Joel Hanna is a world-renowned dancer and choreographer known for his
athletic and boundary-breaking mixture of tap dance, musical percussion,
Irish dance, and martial arts. He was selected by the NY Times as “Pick
of the Year”, and as a performer, shared the stage with legends such as
Pete Seeger, Andrea Bocelli, Charles "Cholly" Atkins, Will Millar, Jimmy
Slyde, Jeni LeGon, Dianne Walker, and many more. He toured with
Riverdance: The Show, and was featured in the CBC documentary The
Badboy and the Hometown Girl. Performed in Dancing on Dangerous
Ground in London’s West End, Radio City Music Hall, and the Royal Variety
Performance. He choreographed and starred in Fire of Dance, created Revolution: Sweat, Dance,
Rock & Roll, which debuted The Joyce and was a soloist at the Jacob's Pillow Concert Series.

ANDREW PRASHARD, Toronto
Andrew is solidly trained and a versatile dancer, musician, singer and
actor. He has become a sought after adjudicator, choreographer and
instructor – teaching globally at highly regarded schools and festivals.
Andrew is an award winning actor, composer and writer, and as a singer,
actor, dancer and choreographer, he has worked in film, commercials,
television, and theatre. Currently he is a rotating cast member for the
North American and International tours of RIVERDANCE as a featured
dancer and singer. He graduated from the University of Toronto with an
Honours Bachelor of Arts degree in Theatre and Performance as well as
French Literature.

Claudia Rahardjanoto, New York
Claudia started dancing at the age of nine in Berlin and later fell in love
with tap dancing while studying with Sven Göttlicher, Andreas Dänel and
Sam Weber. Claudia moved to NYC where she has had the honor of dancing
with and learning from Dianne Walker, Ted Levy, Dormeshia SumbryEdwards, Michelle Dorrance, Derick Grant, Brenda Bufalino and so many
more. Named one of “25 To Watch” by Dance Magazine and featured on
the cover of Dance Teacher Magazine.

Allison Miller, New York
NYC-based drummer/composer/teacher Allison Miller gathers
inspiration from a wide array of genres. Coming from the Jazz
tradition, she engages her deep roots in improvisation as a vehicle to
explore all music. Described by critics as a charismatic and
rhythmically propulsive drummer with melodic sensibility, Allison has
been named “Rising Star Drummer” and “Top 20 Jazz Drummers” in
Downbeat Magazine’s acclaimed Critics Poll.

